The Virginia Big Five championship might not be the most coveted title in college football, but it could do wonders for two state foes meeting for the honor today in Charlottesville.

VMI is a 6-1 record, and once again, the Keydets for the mythical Division I state title. Needless to say, a UVa victory would go a long way towards salvaging another long season for the Cavaliers.

Virginia now, having beaten William and Mary and Richmond, has tied Virginia Tech in its only state test, and a victory today would clinch the Commonwealth state title at 1-1 since they don't play W&M or UVA. And although the Keydets will have to play Tech, they hope to clinch the crown for them because the best the Cavaliers can do in the state is 2-1-1. pile.

While one of the state's older rivalries heats up at Charlottesville, 13th-ranked Florida State visits Virginia Tech in the Hokies' homecoming game. Tech is in big offensive alignments, and a win is on tap for their upset to improve its dismal 1-3 record.

Virginia's other Big Five teams—Richmond and William and Mary—are also out of state's Conference teams. The Spiders are at home against Furman while the Indians, in the midst of a disappointing season, go to The Citadel.

One of the biggest games will be in Chapel Hill, N.C., where 8-1 North Carolina rallies against the Cavaliers at Kenan Stadium. If the Tar Heels win, they'll clinch at least a share of the ACC.

If the Tigers pull an upset, though in some quarters it won't be an upset as a surprise since Clemson is higher ranked, then the ACC race will be wide open going into the last two weeks.

Duke goes to Wake Forest for another ACC test. North Carolina State is home to Penn State and Maryland in Caseville entertain Clemson. If the Tar Heels win, they'll clinch at least a share of the ACC.
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